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Driving strategic value: The
future of workforce analytics
In today’s disrupted markets, companies are under
constant pressure to make the right workforce decisions.
Yet despite advances in analytics technologies, many HR
functions lag significantly behind Marketing and Finance
when it comes to delivering deep, data-based insights.
In our view, this must change. Workforce analytics is
one of the six key areas that we believe should be at the
forefront of the HR agenda. With new analytics tools,
technology, and skillsets, HR can unlock significant value
from workforce data and provide insights that help drive
competitive advantage.
From compliance to strategic partner
Today, many HR functions are still focused on setting
policies and ensuring compliance, with the CHRO pulled
into the business only when management needs to
address an employee grievance or concern. Forwardthinking CHROs understand that as the organization
transforms in response to competitive pressures such as
new technologies and changing customer expectations,
HR’s role must evolve to provide greater strategic value to
the business. In the future, leading HR organizations will
apply advanced technology to workforce data to create
more responsive business and workforce strategies,
improve performance, design a better employee
experience, and more.
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In KPMG’s 2019 Future of HR Survey, only 23% of
responding global HR executives agreed that their
enterprise is effective in bringing together data from
various sources to make workforce decisions, with a
further 30% saying that they “slightly agree”1.
This indicates a notable delta between the current
and desired future state—and an important area for
development in the next one to two years.
Further, insight has little worth without corresponding
action. While C-Suite executives want HR to provide
more evidence and insight, according to KPMG’s 2018
Global CEO Outlook study, more than half of CEOs in the
past three years have overlooked insights from analytics
because they do not trust the information2. This means
that for analytics to drive action, HR should also work to
develop strong ties to the business and demonstrate the
ability to consistently provide insights that support strategic
decision-making.
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Asking the right questions
Delivering value starts by identifying business issues and their
connections to the workforce. To do this effectively, CHROs
may begin by identifying the key people metrics that align
with the business strategy, from employee engagement
and satisfaction, through to productivity, cost reduction, and
workforce risks. One way to determine these metrics is to
look at the workforce through five lenses: compliance, cost,
capacity, capability, and connectivity .
Using these metrics, high-level strategic questions start
to emerge, such as: What talent capabilities will the
organization need to achieve its business goals? What is
the ideal makeup of a sales team to increase revenue?
Which high-performing employees are at risk of leaving the
company? However, these types of questions can only be a
starting point. To dig deeper, HR will likely need to develop
a more granular understanding of the needs of each area of
the business, including specific goals and objectives. Then
the task is to identify what to measure and analyze in order
to gain insights relevant to these goals, and use analytics to
plan appropriate responses for both HR and the business.

For example, consider a situation in which a sales director
comes to HR for help in retaining the right sales people.
A more traditional approach would be to examine and
mitigate the factors that are contributing to individuals’
departures; however, improving retention may not
necessarily drive the most impactful outcome over the long
term. In this situation, the Sales Director’s deeper concern
is actually having the right people and productivity levels
needed to meet sales targets. Thus, it would be more
insightful for you to ask, “What can HR do to help drive the
desired 5% in sales growth?” In addition to looking into
retention issues, this question could lead to investigation
into who are the top sales performers and why, the specific
attractors and motivators for top sales talent, barriers to
productivity within the sales work environment, and other
areas. This allows HR not only to target areas for deeper
analytical investigation, but also prioritize resulting actions
to maximize the impact for the sales organization and to
better support the strategic goal.

Define the foundational measures to establish the heartbeat for the organization
• • • • •

The KPMG 5C Framework facilitates a holistic review of workforce
issues by applying five lenses to an issue. This approach ensures that
interdependencies are fully considered and supports anticipation of new
measures required to support strategic decisions.

Organizations need
to understand the cost
of non-compliance
and the efficacy of
compliance training
and change
management
programs.

Measuring the costs and
benefits of programs
and employees is key to
organizational success.
The value difference
between exceptional
employees can be as
much as 300 times that
of a “good” performer.

Predictive algorithms
can be used to
identify talent risk,
as well as plan for
succession.

Talent management
represents not only
a significant area for
cost savings, but also
an opportunity to
develop a competitive
advantage by attracting
top performers and
planning for future
skills needs.
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Understanding the
impact of employee
engagement on
individual employee
productivity,
group productivity,
and institutional
knowledge is key to
driving impact.
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Evolving analytics
capabilities
Today’s workforce analytics are often descriptive, focusing on identifying what
happened and why. For example, many HR functions have tools to identify areas
of high turnover and diagnose the underlying reasons for this pattern of employee
behavior. However, analytics capabilities are evolving quickly, with new technologies
such as AI and machine learning providing the ability to unlock greater value from
diverse data sources.

HR will soon be able to transform
its analytics from descriptive to
predictive, and able to anticipate
behavioral patterns before they
happen.
With these new capabilities, HR will soon be able to transform its analytics
from descriptive to predictive, and able to anticipate behavioral patterns before
they happen. This creates a powerful new role for the HR function as a driver of
performance improvement at the point of need. For example, with a predictive
analytics capability your HR team could identify which workers are most likely to
leave the organization within specific timeframes, then create tailored plans to help
retain the most valuable at-risk talent before they want to leave.
Already there are multiple software providers that can supply these capabilities. For
example, some platforms enable real-time employee feedback and robust analytics,
while others combine analytics with machine learning and natural language
processing to identify employee pain points and trends as they develop. In one
example, through AI and analytics, a company can identify the factors leading to
attrition, monitor retention trends, and individually assess the risk of each employee
leaving the company.
Now is the perfect time for HR to pursue greater strategic value through workforce
analytics, with powerful tools increasingly at our fingertips. In fact, 58% of
respondents to KPMG’s 2019 Future of HR survey indicated that they were already
pursuing or using predictive analytics in HR, with higher rates of adoption in
emerging markets. Robust analytics and visualization capabilities are now standard
features on many cloud-based ERP and human capital management systems.
Using these systems to integrate people data with other data sources, such as
customer relationship management tools and point-of-sale systems, enables a
wider view of the whole organization and identification of important patterns across
the business.
As HR’s analytics capabilities deepen, there is also the potential to unlock further
value from analysis of workforce intelligence and historical trends. HR could look
at historical data both within and outside the company to learn about broader
behavioral patterns over time, such as trends in tenure for certain roles, top
employers of company “alumni”, desired career paths, successful employee
retention mechanisms, and more.
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Taking the lead on
workforce analytics
For CHROs looking to help drive a more strategic role for the HR function through
analytics, creating a formal strategy for workforce insights is a critical early step.
Look to collaborate with other business functions to explain your vision and the
value you will provide, and discuss your ability to access and maintain relevant data
across company systems. Consider, too, whether new technology investments can
help you make the most of the data within your possession.
While it is important to obtain greater value from traditional data sources such
as headcount, timesheets, and performance ratings, HR should also try to tap
into more diverse sources of information. By thinking holistically about employee
experience and the impacts of the work environment, you can find value from
sources of data that reveal unexpected patterns in the ways that workers think, act,
and behave. Within the organization, investigate structured and unstructured data
sources such as travel management, car mileage, conference call logs, calendaring,
invitations, and more. Outside of the organization, you can find value in everything
from comments on social media and employer review sites to reports on deeper
industry trends.
Remember that providing insights only generates value if the business is prompted
to act. In addition to creating closer collaborative relationships with lines of
business, it is also important to make your analytics reporting easy to view and
understand. By automating your data management with a platform that can pull
data from company systems in real time, you can provide the business with userfriendly, interactive dashboards that always show the most current information.
Use of such systems also improves the efficiency of the HR function, enabling your
valuable employees to analyze and interpret insights instead of preparing reports.
Analytics in action
In the HR organization of the future, data-driven insights will be an integrated
part HR’s DNA. In pursuit of this new reality, HR should look to equip itself with
the right technology and skills to quickly and accurately address critical workforce
questions. This may include making new technology investments, unlocking new
capabilities of existing tools and platforms, retraining existing resources, and
looking to acquire or contract with individuals with different skillsets, such as data
scientists. With deeper workforce analytics, HR can become a strategic value
driver for the business, providing critical insights that help prepare for and adapt to
transformational changes to the company, industry, and beyond.

“Marketing can provide
deep insights about how
customers think and
feel, and what they are
likely to buy now and in
the future. In contrast,
most HR organizations
provide only surface-level
information about areas
such as turnover and
absences. HR must step
up its game to provide
the business with real
insight into the employee
base that can provide
the foundation for solid
strategic decisions.”
Mike DiClaudio
Principal, People & Change
KPMG in the US

Workforce analytics is one of the key areas that we believe should be at the
forefront of the HR agenda to address the ongoing changes to the workforce and
the needs of tomorrow’s organizations. For more on these priorities, and the critical
shift in mindset that HR needs to become a major driver of competitive advantage,
download KPMG’s Future of HR report.
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